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Abstract— Cloud computing is the process of delivering the resources through the internet. In cloud computing
resources can be utilized with efficient cost. When data is stored in the cloud there should be standards and
procedures to secure the information. Security in the cloud is a major challenge as many threats and risk are
associated with this computing model. This paper deals with the issues in cloud deployment models like public,
private, community, hybrid clouds. Cloud computing provides mainly 3 cloud service models where each model has
their own security issues.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A new computing prototype cloud computing is a new delivery model which has grown rapidly in recent years.
According to NIST, “Cloud computing is generally an enabling Convenient model, on-demand network use of a shared
pool of configurable computing Assets that may be swiftly provisioned and launched with minimal administrative effort
or seller interplay”. The cloud computing mannequin composed with five principal characteristics [1]. The cloud
computing accessories include front end, back end and communication. The front end is a computer interface involves
client’s network, through web browser person can access the applications. The communication channel acts because the
mediator between front end and back end. The again back end is cloud itself consists of data storage contraptions, servers
[2]. Knowledge and applications are the belongings to install in the cloud. Determine the suitable deployment model and
right cloud service model to preserve the information [3]. Privacy and security is a major challenge [4].
Nonprofit institution like Cloud Security Alliances (CSA) is a solution provider. CSA speaks about on quality
approach and future approach for securing cloud [5].
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates about cloud computing security. Section 3 illustrates about
security issues posed by Deployment models. Section 4 illustrates about security issues posed by cloud service models.
Section 5 literature survey and last conclude the paper.
II. CLOUD SECURITY
When the sensitive data is stored in cloud the main concerns are how it is secured, what are the rules and procedures to
protect the data. Consumer when migrating to the cloud they trust the third party vender who ensures the requirements
like confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of information [6].
A. Confidentiality:
The capability of accessing the confidential data by the authorized users refers to confidentiality [7]. Unauthorized
access loads of data privacy risks and leakage of data.
B. Authentication:
Authentication is identifying the credentials of the individual and verifying whether they are legitimate users or not [8].
C. Integrity:
For the period of the information transmission capacity to the defend knowledge from no longer being destroyed or
manipulated by unauthorized persons refers to integrity [6].
III. DEPLOYMENT MODEL
In a cloud environment there are four deployment models based on NIST [1].
A. Public cloud
This cloud infrastructure provides access to public [7]. The adopting public cloud environment has many risks as it is
used by everyone and there are more security considerations.
1) Multi tenancy:
Sharing of the same resources by many tenants who are not related to each other leads to multi tenancy. Multi tenancy
has its own advantages and a number of protection threats. Both the cloud consumer and cloud infrastructure endure with
privacy vulnerabilities [9]. Within the multitenant environment, there are advantage privacy dangers, facet-channel
attacks to cloud user’s knowledge.
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2) Malicious insiders:
Malicious insider is an attacker who has entry to the data in cloud knowledge center, could also be developer who
develops code which is exploited by way of outsiders, may inject virus to the system etc.
3) Access Control:
Access Control is a strategy allows or restricts the user to access the system. Attempting to access the data by the
unauthorized users can also be identified by this mechanism. In this process various steps are involved like identification,
authentication and authorization [10]. User needs to know how many can view your data? How many are having
privileged access to the data? Can private keys be shared among multiple tenants? For privileged users what type of
authentication is required? All the above information needs to be known to the user for the assurance of data protection
by the cloud service provider.
4) Virtual Exploits:
Cloud customer does now not have the capabilities about what type of virtualization application the vender is utilized.
Purchaser needs to query about what version the vender is making use of? Patches in the virtualization are done by way
of whom and when? Who is monitoring, logging the every virtualization host and guest? There are numerous virtual
exploits such as visitor to host, visitor to guest, server host only, host to the server, which are unknown chance models
not known by using individuals.
B. Private cloud
Because of many security issues in public cloud many firms migrate to private cloud deployment model [11]. This
cloud infrastructure is efficiently owned by one organization [6]. Underlying hardware can have more control in a private
cloud than in public cloud because of its multi tenancy environment, to meet the organization's functional need private
cloud affords better customization of the infrastructure. But in private cloud there are some security considerations:
1) Defining responsibilities:
In this deployment model operational security changes from hands, i.e. from one group to another or the cloud
vendor. So, who's liable for what need to be outlined. Extraordinary policies and set of stakes are managed by means of
one-of-a-kind departments, customers and domains. To avoid data leakage care must be taken when responsibility
changes from the hands.
2) Elastic and changing perimeters:
The private cloud infrastructure is elastic, i.e. delivery of assets is carried on demand from a pool of resources.
Scaling out happens when required and security desires to be maintained for the changing perimeters additionally [12].
3) Ineffective device-specific controls:
Virtual machines are not restricted to particular hardware. So there is not any device specified controls like
conventional IT. Intelligent and adaptive security policies ought to be initiated based on physical hardware [12].
C. Community cloud
For multiple organizations this cloud infrastructure functions with a set of shared cooperatives and domain specific
concerns [6]. The cloud environment is managed by any third party vendors or hosted by the organizations [7].
Community cloud can be either on-site or off-site [13]. Community clouds are used in healthcare, public sector and
media. Below techniques and processes are to be followed:
1) Identity management:
Identity management in community cloud involves in accessing the data by whom, when as well as where and how are
monitored by service providers. Identifying management needs supervising, enforcement, and provisioning.
Auditing, accounting and forensics tools are required for supervising. In enforcement, access privileged is determined
by the user and devices, according to the policy. [14].
2) Data protection and Integrity:
With high utilization and greater density the goal of cloud computing is to secure the data. Without affecting data
integrity refined software need to be provided by a cloud vendor for hardware breakdown. It is highly critical in
virtualization of network and storage resources [14].
3) Data governance:
Cloud providers who are responsible for stewards of the data in multitenant environment need mandatory certification
and regulations. Around the data lifecycle from creation to disposition governance policies need to be established by
cloud service providers. Related to data governance cloud service providers need to set up platforms and systems to
support regulations [14].
D. Hybrid cloud
This infrastructure combines two or more clouds [15]. By allowing intercommunication between the cloud models the
hybrid cloud remains unique entities and bound together. In hybrid cloud due to separation of resources into multiple
clouds the complexity of software and configuration increases while migrating resources of an enterprise. There are
possible threats to the enterprise data.
1) Lack of data redundancy:
In hybrid cloud environment, lack of redundancy may become a security risk when copies of data are not distributed
across data centers. There is a risk of data failure when running your application in single data center to another. Using
multiple data centers from single cloud provider mitigates risks and save cost effectively.
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2) Security management:
There are security requirements like identity management, authentication, and authorization for both public and private
cloud [8].
3) Compliance:
In a hybrid cloud environment, maintaining and demonstrating compliance can be more difficult. In hybrid cloud
ensure the moving data between private and public [16] is protected. Ensure prevention of data leakage from private
cloud to less secured public cloud.
4) Poorly Constructed SLAs:
In service level agreement Public cloud can consistently meet expectations, but private cloud may not. Based on two
clouds create SLAs on expectations of insignificant one, possibly private cloud. While integrating both clouds there may
be potential risks that could disrupt service. If in private cloud the confidential and sensitive data are on –premise, then
SLA should reflect the limits in public cloud.
.
IV. CLOUD SERVICE DELIVERY MODEL
In cloud computing cloud service delivery models are in classified into three services [1].
Table I Services managed by cloud delivery models
Delivery
Managed by users
Managed by cloud providers
models
Networking, storage, server HW,
Software as a Nothing
virtualization, servers, databases,
service
security & integration, runtime
applications
Networking, storage, server HW,
Platform as a Application
virtualization, servers, databases,
service
security & integration, runtime
applications
server
HW,
Infrastructure Servers, databases, Virtualization,
security, integration, storage, networking
as a service
runtime applications
A. Software as a service
In this SaaS the software is delivered to the customer as a service. From numerous client devices applications are
accessible over the web browser. The underlying infrastructure network, server, storage, operating system is not managed
or controlled by customer [6].
1) Security issues in SaaS:
SaaS is the dominant delivery model now days. There should be fine grained authorization techniques for access
control and encryption techniques for data security [17]. The network layer is responsible for maintaining the network
security, providing influential protection against packet sniffing, port scanning, Man-in-Middle attacks, IP spoofing.
During the development process of SaaS the security assets considered are data access, data confidentiality, data integrity,
availability, data breaches and data segregation [17].
 Limitations to replicate the organization in the cloud:
A cloud service provider must create thousands of mirror users on cloud if they potentially have thousands of
employees. There is a duct on IT help desk assets and potential security threats when users have multiple passwords.
 Protect the API Keys:
Applying REST web services interface, numerous cloud services are accessed which is called as APIs. Organizations
access the cloud providers using API keys. For example, if an organization is using a SaaS contribution, it will generally
be granted by an API Keys. The security of these keys is very essential. If the keys were stolen then an attacker can
acquire control over the confidential data.
 Backup and recovery:
A cloud service provider should keep typical backups by way of utilising snapshots and have rapid restoration
systems when disaster occurs.
B. Platform as a service
In this PaaS the cloud vender provides the platform to develop and deploy applications [6]. By using a PaaS
development tool, user can install and build server environment and run an application which can reduce complexity and
cost [18].
1) Security issues in PaaS:
PaaS security can be done in 2 ways Firstly security of the PaaS platform itself provided by cloud service provider and
secondly security of the deployed customer application on PaaS platform.
 Data location:
The PaaS provides storage capacity for resultant output or files. The location of data cannot be on a particular host. It
reduces the cost by giving development tools for software buildup. In this environment, performance is achieved through
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duplication of data which provides high availability of data for users and developers. As the exact location is not known
leads to security difficulties.
 Privileged access:
To fix a problem in the code developers uses built-in-debug. This enables access for a location and memory place and
alters values to scan quite a lot of circumstances. This instrument presents privileged entry not just for builders, but in
addition hackers. Programmers request full entry to work in a privileged environment although it is not critical.
 Distributed systems:
In a PaaS environment file systems are incredibly distributed. Hadoop disbursed file methods (HDFS) are most used for
implementations. The Cloud provider owns the cluster of the namespaces/identify nodes independently managed with the
aid of HDFS. Attackers give various inputs to default ports in order to cause failures or DOS (Denial of service) [18].
There may be potential attack vectors for other ports which are used for management and operations. Client is liable to
verify the security requirements, but cloud service provider need to provide the necessary security.
Always Physical security, network security and underlying hardware are managed by the cloud service provider.
C. Infrastructure as a service
In IaaS model the cloud service provider provides the storage, server and network resources [6]. A cloud service provider
manages the cloud infrastructure and host environment. The customer has the capability to provision network, storage
and can deploy and run operating systems and applications [18].
1) Security issues in IaaS:
Virtualization is a technique where pooled resources can be accessed in a cloud computing environment [19], [20].
Virtualization is the big security burden in IaaS. Security liabilities are there for both customer and cloud service
provider, both have different aspects to control. Data, applications, operating system are controlled by customer [6]. A
cloud service provider is responsible for virtualization security, physical security, environmental security [17].
2) Containerization:
The effective portability of applications is achieved by the Container. Operating system level virtualization is also known
as Containerization. Instead of one instance (container), multiple isolated user space instances are allowed by the
operating system kernel. Here, less security isolations is provided by containers than hardware virtualization. If
containers provide more isolation it is better than a simple multiuser shared server. Fundamentally container based
systems have much larger stack surface [21].
In virtual cloud infrastructure security risks can be divided into three categories [22]:
Hypervisor Attacks, Switch Attacks, Virtual Machine Attacks:
V. LITERATURE REVIEW
Masky et al [23] introduced OCTAVE Allegro as a novel methodology for risk identification in the Cloud
Environment. The biggest improvement of this method compared to others. Through different steps and worksheets, we
captured all details of each risk and decided on how to mitigate them. The devised scheme is not specific for Cloud
Computing. It can be applied to other systems as well. Possible improvements of this paper can be the consideration of
more impact areas for OCTAVE Allegro to meet very large Cloud Computing Infrastructure.
Swati Paliwal et al. [24] proposed an Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) and verifiable data decryption method to
provide data security in the cloud based system. They've been designed the information, decryption algorithm established
on the user requested attributes of the outsourced encrypted knowledge. Probably the most primary efficiency drawbacks
of this method is, cloud service providers have extra computational and storage overhead for verification of consumer
attributes with the outsourced encrypted information.
Shiv Shakti et al. In [25] discussed the performance of six different symmetric key RSA data encryption algorithms in
cloud computing atmosphere. They have proposed two separate cloud servers; one for knowledge server and different
from key cloud server and the data encryption and decryption system on the client side. The major shortcoming of this
technique is to maintain two separate servers for data security in the cloud, which creates a more storage and computation
overheads.
Rewagad et al [26], have chosen to make use of a combo of authentication method and key exchange algorithm
blended with an encryption algorithm. This mixture is referred to as “Three method mechanism” considering it ensures
all the three defense scheme of authentication, knowledge safety and verification, whilst. Here proposed to utilize digital
signature and Diffie Hellman key exchange blended with AES algorithm to the preserve data confidentiality saved in the
cloud. Even though the important thing in transmission is hacked, the power of Diffie Hellman key alternate renders it
useless, considering the fact that key in transit is of no need without a person’s private key, which is constrained only to
the respectable consumer. This devised framework of the three means mechanism makes it difficult for hackers to crack
the security procedure, thereby protecting information stored in the cloud.
Singh et al [27], proposed cloud storage security model provides a highly secure cloud environment by introducing the
three sections to store the user database on the security parameters namely authentication, confidentiality, integrity,
availability, non repudiation, security, and privacy. It restricts unauthorized entities to get control of the user’s data by
implementing double authentication mechanisms. It also provides protection against various security breaches such as a
brute force attack, masquerade attack, data tampering, and cryptanalysis of integrity key. It also enables the user to select
the encryption techniques in hybrid section, according to the various factors associated with data such as cost, security
etc.
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Shahzad et al [28], presented features of cloud computing, three models of cloud service, and four models of cloud
deployment. Research within the at ease cloud storage is compounds with the aid of the truth that users knowledge could
also be kept in several places for either redundancy/ fault tolerance or in view that the service is provided by means of a
series of service vendors.
Nath et al [29], represents a milestone for the day where cloud computing security issues can be listed in one
comprehensive document together with its solutions. This paper identifies top security concerns of cloud computing,
these concerns are Data loss, Governance and compliance, Trust, Virtualization vulnerabilities and various attacks. It also
summarizes various countermeasures which can be adopted to overcome security issues. This study provides a pillar to
the researcher and practitioner where they can stand and further classify issues and improve cloud-computing security.
Kaur et al [30], concentrated on security issues of cloud computing to overcome the data privacy issue. It explores the
cloud security issues and problem faced by cloud service provider.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper security concerns are discussed at each stage of cloud computing. Security as service model will lead the
future as it provides instructions to organizations by classifying different types of security as services. Adoption of cloud
computing has rapidly increased because of its efficiency of cost and flexibility. Customized security mechanisms need
to be introduced to mitigate the risks and attacks.
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